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Abstract—In the last few years, several software-based
solutions have been proved to be very efficient for high-speed
packet processing, traffic generation, and monitoring, and can
be considered valid alternatives to expensive and non-flexible
hardware-based solutions. In this paper, we first benchmark
heterogeneous design choices for software-based packet monitor-
ing systems in terms of achievable performance and required
resources (i.e., the number of CPU cores). Building on this
extensive analysis we design FloWatcher-DPDK, a DPDK-based
high-speed software traffic monitor we provide to the commu-
nity as an open source project. In a nutshell, FloWatcher-DPDK
provides tunable fine-grained statistics at packet and flow levels.
Experimental results demonstrate that FloWatcher-DPDK sus-
tains per-flow statistics with 5-nines precision at high-speed (e.g.,
14.88 Mpps) using a limited amount of resources. Finally, we
showcase the usage of FloWatcher-DPDK by configuring it to
analyze the performance of two open source prototypes for
stateful flow-level end-host and in-network packet processing.

Index Terms—Network traffic monitoring, high-speed packet
processing, per-flow packet measurement, Intel DPDK.

I. INTRODUCTION

EVALUATING the performance of experimental devices
and network applications requires intensive measurement

campaigns on real prototypes, where multiple variables come
into play. The procedure follows the guidelines indicated by
RFC 2544 on benchmarking network devices, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In case of open-loop experiments, a traffic generator
(TX) transmits packets to the Device Under Test (DUT) at a
given rate/pattern, typically the worst-case for stress test sce-
nario (e.g., a stream of 14.88 Mpps 64B-packets on 10 Gbps
Network Interface Controllers). To measure its performance
(maximum sustainable throughput, packet loss, or latency,
etc.), the DUT in turn relies the received packets to a traffic
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Fig. 1. Performance evaluation of a Device Under Test (DUT): open loop
and closed loop.

monitor (RX). In closed-loop experiments, on the other hand,
the traffic monitor captures packets exchanged between trans-
mission and reception ends of the DUTs (i.e., a client-server
application) and evaluates the performance.

The TX component presents two design approaches. The
first one is leveraging expensive commercial equipments (i.e.,
hardware traffic generators), capable of generating line-rate
traffic with high precision yet providing low-to-none pro-
grammability. The second approach is resorting to software
traffic generators, which might generate less accurate traffic,
but provides a higher degree of flexibility at a much lower
cost. A similar discussion also applies for the RX compo-
nent: hardware solutions can provide accurate measurements
on a specific set of preset variables. However, monitoring non-
default variables may be challenging if not impossible. In
contrast, software solutions can be programmed to monitor
(or not) any relevant variable, at the cost of possible inaccu-
racy or even miscalculation. One further aspect worth stressing
is that RX resources can share the same hardware of the TX
(or DUT in some cases), for which lightweight operation is a
desirable property, especially in the case of scarce resources.

Last decade has witnessed the flourish of high speed I/O
software frameworks such as Intel DPDK [1], PFQ [2],
PF_Ring ZC [3], netmap [4] and PacketShader [5]. By
means of (i) kernel bypassing (which circumvents the general-
purpose network stack and in the meanwhile achieves zero
copy), (ii) batch-processing (which amortizes the overhead of
interacting with network cards and PCI buses), (iii) poll-mode
packet fetching (which eliminates the overhead of interrupts),
(iv) multi-queue Network Interface Controllers (NICs) com-
bined with Receive Side Scaling (RSS) to distribute loads
into multiple cores to fully exploit parallelism, these frame-
works bestow general purpose hardware the ability to generate,
capture and process packets in excess of 10 Gbps rates per
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core. This trend has resulted in the rise of software traffic
generators (TX) [6]–[8], capable of saturating 10 Gbps links
with minimum-size (64B) packets by occupying few cores
on commodity hardware. Despite a variety of choices on TX
side, this is not yet the case for software traffic monitoring
on the RX side, since existing tools either offer simplistic
capabilities (e.g., per-packet operations only), or require a sig-
nificant amount of resources to sustain the processing of more
advanced monitoring tasks, hence can hardly be co-located
with TX or DUT (as detailed in Section II).

In this paper, we present FloWatcher-DPDK, a light soft-
ware traffic monitor based on DPDK that, beyond the typical
per-flow statistics (e.g., throughput, flow size), is able to
carry out more complex tasks, such as computing advanced
statistics (e.g., percentiles) of more involved metrics (e.g., per-
flow interleaving gap) while employing a minimal amount
of processing resources. As an extension of our previous
works [9], [10], we outline our choices in the design space
(Section III), which we experimentally verify (Section IV) by
systematically benchmarking FloWatcher-DPDK performance
in a controlled setup (Section V). Our results show that
by carefully exploiting the design space (e.g., reusing avail-
able flow identifiers, choosing appropriate data structures),
depending on the required accuracy, packet-level and flow-
level statistics incur negligible overhead (orders of magni-
tude smaller than the existing tools [6], [7]). Furthermore,
we also perform similar evaluations with synthetic traf-
fic and showcase FloWatcher-DPDK capabilities to monitor
open- and closed-loop traffic of two open-source prototypes
(Section VI): ClickNF [11], [12], a modular stack for the com-
position of L2-L7 network functions, and FD.io Vector Packet
Processor (VPP) [13], a packet processing framework for soft-
ware routers. We release FloWatcher-DPDK as an open source
project on GitHub [14], which advances the state-of-the-art by
providing fine-grained flow-level statistics at high-speed using
a small amount of computation resources.

II. RELATED WORK

Relevant previous works can be categorized into high-speed
traffic generation (TX), processing (DUT) and monitoring
(RX). Given our monitoring focus, we refer the readers to [15],
[16] for state-of-the-art on TX and DUT, respectively. In Tab. I,
we show our taxonomy for existing RX frameworks in terms
of achievable performance (e.g., packet and data rates), the
amount of resources needed (e.g., the number of CPU cores
utilized), the design choices (e.g., reusing RSS hash and the
adoption of a pipeline workflow) as well as the main pur-
pose for which the tools are designed. The literature about
Speedometer, MoonGen and pktgen-DPDK does not assess
the minimal number of cores required (hence we report Not
Available “N.A.” in Tab. I): we found it to be 2, and we
will therefore use two cores for our evaluation. In order to
further simplify the comprehension of the related work we
divide the table into packet level and flow level depending
on the monitoring operation. In this section we focus on the
related work about traffic monitoring, and we purposely break-
down the available literature into basic vs. advanced tools.

FloWatcher-DPDK sits in between of the two, as it attempts
to perform operations pertaining to the latter class, while using
as few resources as tools in the former. In particular, our goal
is to reduce as much as possible the number of utilized CPU
cores, while sustaining both wire-speed and accuracy in our
measurements.

A. Basic Traffic Monitoring

Traffic monitoring is bundled with TX tools such as
MoonGen [6] and pktgen-DPDK [7], which not only sup-
port minimum-size packet generation at line rate, but also
offer basic packet-level measurement capabilities. In partic-
ular, MoonGen [6] is a high-speed traffic generator based on
the DPDK framework. In addition to generation, MoonGen
takes advantage of hardware features for rate control and
latency measurement. Since MoonGen scripts are wrapped
with the Lua programming language, the provided APIs are
relatively easy to use for packet capture as well, which
makes MoonGen a good candidate for both packet-level and
flow-level monitoring operations. Yet, programmability in a
high-level language allows for rapid prototyping of flow-based
measurements at the cost of reduced performance: we com-
plement the analysis of [6] by measuring the performance
of MoonGen when flow-level operations are performed.
Alternatively, DPDK-Speedometer [17] is a DPDK applica-
tion capable of packet-level traffic monitoring, and can be used
to measure throughput, making it a good comparison candi-
date for packet-level operations. These basic RX monitoring
capabilities have traditionally sufficed for prototype design,
especially since network functions implemented in software
have long been stateless and operating on a per-packet basis.
However, recent emergence of stateful and higher-level func-
tions operating on flows (e.g., [11], [12], [23], [26], [27])
started challenging the usefulness of packet-level monitors.
As such, with respect to DPDK-Speedometer or MoonGen,
FloWatcher-DPDK advances the state-of-the-art by provid-
ing not only packet-level measurements, but also fine-grained
per-flow statistics with negligible performance loss.

Instead of offering online statistics, a subset of the avail-
able basic traffic monitoring tools opt for storing packets for
deferred processing. The work in [18] advances packet capture
on commodity hardware, by complementing the well-known
pcap library with additional features such as parallelization
via RSS queues and PFQ support. Authors show that, thanks
to their optimization, pcap is able to capture packets and per-
form basic counting on a 10 Gbps link with 64B packets (using
at least 3 different cores). The optimized pcap can even be
used with advanced monitoring tools such as Tstat [28], with
slightly decreased performance. Similarly, the work in [20]
manages to capture 300B packets at 40 Gbps line rate by
exploiting a variety of techniques including Non-Volatile
Memory express and Storage Performance Development Kit.
FlowScope [19] is capable of continuously capturing a sub-
set of flows that can be further dumped into disk through
predefined triggers. In contrast with packet capturing tools,
FloWatcher-DPDK (i) targets minimum-size packets, (ii) aims
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TABLE I
TAXONOMY OF THE RELATED TRAFFIC MONITORING WORK

to use a smaller number of CPU cores and (iii) keeps the
packet loss ratio in the order of few parts per million.

B. Advanced Traffic Monitoring

A set of monitoring tools with complementary capabilities
have also been proposed, whose goal is to provide a more
complete analysis of traffic at either local or global network
scale (i.e., single or multiple points of monitoring).

Local Network Scale: At local level, which is the clos-
est to this work, a number of sophisticated monitoring tools
are reviewed in [21], [29]. Among them, nTop [30] and
DPDKStat [21] use the least amount of resources in terms
of CPU cores, despite being sophisticated tools designed
for Internet traffic monitoring [28]. Although Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI) and other advanced analytics can be deac-
tivated, the TCP-based statistics are deeply entangled in both
tools and would require complex modifications for deactiva-
tion. The advanced monitoring capabilities offered by these
monitoring tools come at the cost of limited performance. For
instance, according to [30] “using a dual core CPU, nProbe
can be used for capturing packets at 1 Gbps with very little loss
(<1%)”, whereas on similar hardware the simpler flow-level
statistics tracked by our proposed FloWatcher-DPDK allow
to achieve 10 Gbps with loss rate in the order of few parts-
per-million. Similarly, DPDKStat achieves 40 Gbps processing
on a NUMA system with 16 physical cores, on real traffic
workload with average packet size in [716, 811] bytes range
corresponding to [385, 435] kpps. In contrast, FloWatcher-
DPDK achieves operation rates of about 7.4 Mpps per-core, an
order of magnitude more than DPDKStat and several orders
of magnitude with respect to Bro, Snort and Suricata [21].

To overcome the limited performance, alternative traffic
monitors propose to use sketches or probabilistic summaries
to analyze large datasets. The work in [22] benchmarks 3
sketch-based heavy-hitter detection methods on multi-core
commodity servers and evaluates them at 100 Gbps speed.
The authors consider different design choices (e.g., DPDK
RX modes, data sharing scheme), and analyze them in terms

of packet drop ratio, processing time and delay. Compared
with FloWatcher-DPDK, this work is specifically designed
for sketch-based methods which sit between packet/flow-level
monitoring, thus it is not suitable for direct quantitative com-
parison. Integrating sketches into FloWatcher-DPDK is part of
our future work.

Another class of works worth mentioning is high-speed
NFV frameworks capable of composing local network mon-
itoring functions. In particular, mOS [23] is a modular
networking stack for stateful middleboxes. It provides high-
level APIs with the objective of concealing the details of flow
management and exposes only packet-/flow-level abstractions
to make developers focus on the application logic. NetVM [24]
is a high-speed NFV framework built on top of commod-
ity hardware. It allows customizable network functions to
be deployed in virtual machines. Such network functions
can be chained or multiplexed to compose network ele-
ments with high flexibility. An extension of NetVM, namely
OpenNetVM [25], runs network functions in Docker con-
tainers instead of VMs. It uses a manager to route packets
among multiple NF chains to achieve load-balancing and high
performance. All the aforementioned frameworks adopt DPDK
to sustain line rate packet I/O. We argue that our work focuses
on high-speed flow monitoring with low resource usage, and is
orthogonal to them. FloWatcher-DPDK can either be exploited
to test the performance of deployed NFs, or be integrated
within an NFV network to realize per-flow monitoring func-
tions. As such, advanced monitoring tools cannot be used for a
direct quantitative comparison. Conversely, it is useful to make
extensive qualitative comparison of the findings, as the oper-
ational point of simple vs. advanced traffic monitoring tools
are significantly different.

Global Network Scale: At network level, NetFlow [31] is
an example of network-level monitor with implementations in
custom ASICs and pure software. A NetFlow ASIC is avail-
able only for costly high-end routers capable of dealing with
up to 65k concurrent flows, whereas software solutions instead
heavily rely on sampling, typically less than 1/1000 packets,
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which we want to avoid. Given its network-wide nature, data
collection is crucial in NetFlow. As such, to reduce the size
of the data to be sent to the collector, FlowRadar [32] pro-
poses to store each flow counter using a compact data structure
based on counting bloom filters. To further reduce data size,
SketchVisor [33] proposes to split the data collection into reg-
ular and fast paths, which is used on load surges and only
performs updates locally at the switch for a small portion of
the heavy-hitter flows. sFlow [34] is another standard industry
technique for network monitoring. It performs real-time packet
sampling throughout L2-L7. While sFlow presents better pro-
tocol coverage and scalability, it suffers from the downside
of inaccuracy due to sampling. Although NetFlow and its
variants perform operations similar to ours, they differ from
FloWatcher-DPDK in that the collected per-flow statistics are
simpler (e.g., no per-flow percentiles) and the data-collection
stage has a prominent impact (unlike in our local case), and
as such are not worth comparing directly.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Flow monitoring can be decomposed into four stages [35],
namely packet capture to retrieve and pre-process packets (if
necessary), flow aggregation to aggregate packets belonging
to the same flow, data collection to store collected statistics,
and data analysis to provide the desired metrics character-
izing different flows. In this section, we briefly review each
of them and describe FloWatcher-DPDK’s design space that
we explore in Section V with the objective of providing
lightweight flow-level statistics at high-speed.

A. Packet Capture

The first stage consists of retrieving raw packets from
the NICs, time-stamping and forwarding them to the flow
monitoring engine. To capture and process packets at high
speed, FloWatcher-DPDK builds on top of DPDK, a state-
of-the-art packet I/O framework. We choose DPDK over
alternative frameworks such as [3], [4], etc. because of its good
performance, rich features, and software support, as detailed
in [16]. To effectively take advantage of parallelization, we
enable Receive Side Scaling (RSS) to distribute incoming traf-
fic into multiple hardware queues, from which packets are
copied into main memory without involving the CPU (Direct
Memory Access) to be later processed in user-space. Besides
fetching and delivering raw packets, DPDK also provides a
wide range of design choices to indulge different use cases. In
this paper, we only consider the most relevant ones, including
programming models, multi-threading libraries as well as CPU
scheduling policies, whose details are elaborated as follows.

Programming Models: DPDK provides two alternative pro-
gramming models, namely run-to-completion and pipeline. In
the run-to-completion one, each packet is retrieved and pro-
cessed by the same thread, typically pinned to a single core.
As shown in Fig. 2-(a), each thread keeps polling its associated
receive descriptor ring, fetching batches of packets into user-
space for further processing. On the contrary, in the pipeline
model, packet reception and processing logics are decoupled
and distributed to separate threads. As illustrated in Fig. 2-(b),

Fig. 2. Packet capture under (a) run-to-completion and (b) pipeline
programming models.

FloWatcher-DPDK pipeline model consists of two different
types of threads: RX- and monitor-thread. The former keeps
polling descriptor rings to deliver packets to a shared soft-
ware ring. The latter fetches packets from the shared software
ring for further processing i.e., collecting packet- and flow-
level statistics. Since the advantages of one approach over the
other are not evident, we benchmark FloWatcher-DPDK by
integrating both models and select the one providing better
performance while maintaining the number of used resources
constant.

Multi-Threading Libraries: DPDK provides a novel multi-
threading library, namely lthread [36], as an alternative to
the standard POSIX one (pthread). Unlike pthread, lthread
embraces Cooperative Scheduling in which a thread, instead
of being preempted, periodically yields its execution to leave
the chance of using CPU cycles to other threads. According
to [36], lthread guarantees lower scheduling overhead and pro-
vides contention avoidance. In our context where threads per-
form relatively simple operations (e.g., few memory accesses
and instructions when hash computation is performed in soft-
ware), lthread seems an appealing light-weighted solution
especially if associated with pipeline programming model.
Furthermore, lthread features efficient coexistence of multiple
threads in a single core, which decreases the number of
occupied working cores and is coherent with our goal of
using exiguous processing resources. We thus implement
FloWatcher-DPDK with both models and perform a selection
by benchmarking their performance.

CPU Schedulers: In the Linux operating system, the default
CPU scheduling policy is SCHED_OTHER, which is based on
fair time sharing and adopted by most applications. However,
DPDKStat [21] uses SCHED_DEADLINE,sd, an alternative
real-time scheduling policy, to share the same cores between
two threads and increase the throughput by 100%. As (i) both
FloWatcher-DPDK and DPDKStat are DPDK programs able
to operate in pipeline model, (ii) SCHED_DEADLINE enables
two (or more) threads to share the same core, making our
monitor occupy less resources, we therefore opt to benchmark
FloWatcher-DPDK by integrating both SCHED_OTHER and
SCHED_DEADLINE, and compare the performance.

Results of the considered design choices for the packet cap-
ture stage are reported and discussed in Section V. Although
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Fig. 3. Flow table implemented with (a) double open-address hash, (b) linked-list hash, (c) combined hash.

specific to FloWatcher-DPDK, we believe these benchmarking
results can provide guidelines for prototype designs beyond the
scope of our work.

B. Flow Aggregation

After being captured, packets are aggregated into flows by
means of flow identifiers (typically based on the hash of TCP-
UDP/IP 5-tuple) and stored in a hash table.

Flow Identification: Although it is desirable for hash func-
tions to have good entropy properties [38], hash computation
might have a non-marginal penalty in performance [39], there-
fore simple hash functions (sum or XOR) are generally used
to compute the flow identifier [28]. We argue that extracting
the 5-tuple elements from the packets incurs a non-negligible
overhead (e.g., memory access, data conversion and hash
computation). As the NIC already computes some hash (i.e.,
Toeplitz) over the 5-tuple if Receive Side Scaling (RSS) is
enabled,1 we argue that it is preferable to reuse it directly,
instead of accessing & converting multiple (albeit contiguous)
packet header fields over which to recompute a hash value. To
validate our claim, we evaluate the overhead of data acquisi-
tion and hash computation, which are the main operations to
obtain a hash, in Section V.

Per-Flow Statistics Table: The value of the flow identi-
fier is used to index the hash table storing per-flow statistics.
The most naïve solution, which directly accesses an array of
232 entries, requires significant amount of memory, especially
given that the structure should be allocated proactively with
several counters for the tasks at hand (e.g., flow size counting,
flow interleaving gap, etc.). We thus consider three alterna-
tive data structures that we use to reduce FloWatcher-DPDK
memory footprint, and that we (pedagogically) reported in
Fig. 3.

1) Double, Open-Address Hash: This data structure is
shown in Fig. 3-(a). Instead of 232 entries, this table con-
tains only 216 buckets, each of which consists of two static
entries (or more, depending on the size of the per-flow statis-
tics). Each entry in the table maintains a set of variables for a
specific flow that are constantly updated upon packet arrivals.
To reduce the number of operations, instead of using two sep-
arate hash functions as it is typically done with a double hash,
we use a portion of the RSS hash (e.g., the lowest 16 bits) to
address different buckets while the remaining portion (e.g., the

1In DPDK, we use TCP/IP header fields for NIC’s hash computation. The
32-bit flow identifier is originally used to distribute packets among hardware
queues.

16 highest bits) is used to distinguish flow entries within the
same bucket. The structure is efficient, as typically each bucket
is cache aligned, but not accurate in the presence of several
concurrent flows as only two collisions can be properly han-
dled. Indeed, according to the birthday paradox, on average,
1.25
√

2 · 216 ≈ 450 concurrent flows can be tracked without
collisions. To alleviate the possibility of miscounting packets,
we make each bucket to contain 2 entries, each of which counts
packets for a specific flow. Thus, packets indexed to the same
bucket can be further distinguished according to their higher
portion of hash values (e.g., the 16 highest bits).

2) Linked-List Hash: To resolve hash collisions, one option
is to enable the dynamic insertion of new entries through
a linked list, as in Fig. 3-(b). This approach avoids the
saturation of entries in a bucket and guarantees correct count-
ing for all the flows. However, it suffers from the overhead
of dynamic memory allocation and non-contiguous memory
accesses (increased cache misses), as well as the time for
the linear probing to find the appropriate element in the list.
We point out that optimized data structures (e.g., red-black
trees) could be used to handle chaining, making the number of
memory accesses logarithmic in the worst case. Nonetheless,
the payoff of these advanced data structures is low in practice
since the overhead of tree management compensates most of
the gain [39].

3) Combined Hash: To simultaneously retain performance
and correctness, we combine the previous two data structures,
by appending the double open-address hash with a linked list
in each bucket, so as to resolve all hash collisions, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3-(c). In this way, packet miscounting incurred
by double open-address hash is avoided. In the meanwhile, the
cache miss rate of linked-list hash is effectively reduced.

The performance of these three data structures is evaluated
in details in Section V.

C. Data Collection

After flow aggregation, the corresponding statistics are
collected for deeper analysis and scrutiny. Data related to dif-
ferent flows are collected either in a volatile memory (e.g.,
the RAM) or in a persistent device (e.g., a SSD drive).
In both cases, queries about the collected data can be per-
formed online or offline. Unlike existing works such as
nTop [30], DPDKStat [21], Netflow [31] or FlowScope [19],
FloWatcher-DPDK data collection is very simple (i.e., post-
mortem reports of per-flow statistics or at periodic configurable
intervals). Indeed, FloWatcher-DPDK stores per-flow statistics
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Fig. 4. Example of per-flow interleaving gap.

in the volatile memory and does not export advanced fea-
tures. As such, a thorough accounting of data collection in
FloWatcher-DPDK is outside the scope of this paper.

D. Data Analysis

FloWatcher-DPDK supports both per-packet and per-flow
data analysis. At packet-level, it is capable of hardware
and software packet counting. Per-packet hardware counting
simply queries the NIC’s registers and gets a set of basic
statistics, including transmitted/received packets/bytes. Since
it is very simple and imposes nearly no processing overhead,
we use it as the performance baseline that provides reference
for our analysis on FloWatcher-DPDK. Per-packet software
counting, on the other hand, consists of solely maintaining
per-queue packet counters that are updated upon arrivals of
traffic batches.

Per-flow data analysis is only available in software due to
hardware limitations, and makes use of the previously outlined
flow aggregation structures. Per-flow statistics can range from
simple per-flow packet counting, to more complex metrics
(first and second moment, percentiles of a per-flow distri-
bution). To make an example of a fairly complex per-flow
estimator, throughout this paper we consider the per-flow inter-
leaving gap metric. In particular, for a given flow f, we define
its interleaving gap Δf as the total number of packets received
by other flows between two consecutive packet arrivals belong-
ing to flow f. An intuitive example is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Compared with per-packet time-stamping that would incur a
lot of overhead, this is deemed as a cheaper solution to reflect
the flows’ burstiness.

The computation of the interleaving gap Δf is performed
as follows and reported in Algorithm 1. We denote g as the
global packet counter, and of as the old global counter upon
the last packet arrival of flow f. For each incoming packet p
(starting from the second packet of each flow) belonging to
flow f (line 1,2), FloWatcher-DPDK computes Δf (line 3),
updates the packet counter of flow f (line 4), calculates Δf
according to Eq. (1) (line 5) and assigns g to of (line 6).

Δf =
Δf ×

(
cf − 1

)
+ Δf

cf
(1)

To stress test FloWatcher-DPDK, instead of average or stan-
dard deviation, we monitor the per-flow 99th percentile of the
interleaving gap. In our scenario, the percentile for each flow
keeps fluctuating with arrivals of new packets. To appraise the
percentile of many observations, a naïve method is to record all
the samples and construct the cumulative distribution function
(CDF). However, this method is impractical at 14.88 Mpps as

Algorithm 1 Update Average Interleaving Gap Δf for Flow f

Require: cf , of , g
1: For each incoming packet p
2: f =RSS-hash(p) � compute the flow identifier
3: Δf ← g − of − 1 � calculate current Δf
4: cf ← cf + 1 � update number of packets for f

5: Δf ← Δf ×(cf −1)+Δf

cf
� update average Δf

6: of ← g � store the old global counter
7: end

it would require a significant amount of memory. Instead, we
quantify the 99th percentiles of the average per-flow interleav-
ing gaps using the well-known PSquare algorithm [40], which
keeps track of a constant number of variables and requires
only tens of memory accesses and few floating point opera-
tions. Our implementation of PSquare algorithm is reported in
Algorithm 2. Note that we omit the initial sorting operations
for the first six packet arrivals of each flow, for the sake of sim-
plicity. Besides the global counters g and of already defined in
Algorithm 1, PSquare algorithm requires 15 variables, namely
{nj , qj ,n ′

j } for each of the 5 per-flow markers j = 1..5.
We define nj as the real positions of the 5 markers, q their
heights, n ′ their desired positions and P the target percentile.
{qj }5j=1 correspond to the minimum observed interleaving gap

(qj = 1), current estimation of P
2 − (qj = 2), P − (qj = 3),

P+1
2 -percentiles (qj = 4), and the maximum observed inter-

leaving gap (qj = 5). According to the description in [40],
we initialize n and n ′ as the values shown in the initialization
part of Algorithm 2 (line 1-2). D denotes an array of constant
values used to adjust the desired markers’ positions (initial-
ized at line 3). For each incoming packet p belonging to flow
f, we compute the current interleaving gap Δf (line 4−6). Fp

is a simple function to return the highest index k such that
q [k ] ≤ Δf (line 7). Based on the output of Fp , we update the
positions of the 5 markers (line 8−10) and adjust positions
of n ′ accordingly (line 11−14). The last step is to update the
heights of the 5 markers q using the Fh function (line 15),
which is elaborated in Algorithm 3. According to [40], the
2−4 markers need to be adjusted if their positions are off to
the desired ones by more than 1 unit. Therefore, for each of
the 2−4 markers, we compute the distance from its desired
position (line 1−3). If the absolute distance is more than 1
unit (line 4−5), the height of this marker is adjusted in accor-
dance with a piecewise parabolic prediction formula (line 6). If
this height is coherent in ascending order with other markers,
it is saved as the new height (line 7−8); otherwise, the height
is updated using linear formula instead (line 9−10). Then we
adjust once again the marker’s position (line 11). After inspect-
ing the heights of all the 2−4 markers, Fh returns the adapted
heights of the markers (line 13).

After executing the described algorithms, the value of
marker q3 is the estimated Pth percentile of Δf . The source
code of the PSquare algorithm used in FloWatcher-DPDK is
available in [41], whose correctness has been verified with
data provided in the original paper [40]. The performance of
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Algorithm 2 Estimate the Percentile of Interleaving Gaps for
Flow f

Require: {qj ,nj ,n ′
j ,Dj }5j=1,P , g , of

1: n ← {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
2: n ′ ← {1, 1 + 2× P , 1 + 4× P , 3 + 2× P , 5}
3: D ← {0, P

2 ,P , 1+P
2 , 1}

4: For each incoming packet p
5: f =RSS-hash(p) � extract the flow identifier
6: Δf ← g − of − 1 � compute the current Δf
7: k ← Fp(Δf ) � maximal k where q [k ] ≤ Δf
8: while k < 5 do � adjust positions
9: nk+1 ← nk+1 + 1

10: k ← k + 1
11: i ← 0
12: for i < 5 do � adjust desired positions
13: n ′

i ← n ′
i + Di

14: i ← i + 1
15: q ← Fh(q ,n,n ′) � refer to Alg. 3
16: end

Algorithm 3 Fh : Update the Heights of the 5 Markers for the
PSquare Algorithm

Require: {qj ,nj ,n ′
j }5j=1

1: i ← 1
2: for i ≤ 3 do � for 2−4 markers
3: d ← n ′

i − ni � Compute distance
4: if (d > 1 and ni+1−ni > 1) or (d ≤ −1 and ni−1−

ni < −1) then
5: d ← (d > 0) ? 1: -1
6: q ′ ← qi + (ni+1−ni−d)×(qi−qi−1)

ni−ni−1
+ d

ni+1−ni−1
×

(ni−ni−1+d)×(qi+1−qi )
ni+1−ni

7: if q ′ > qi−1 and q ′ < qi+1 then
8: qi ← q ′ � parabolic formula
9: else

10: qi ← qi + d×(qi+d−qi )
ni+d−ni

� linear formula

11: ni ← ni + d � adjust position

12: i ← i + 1
13: return q

FloWatcher-DPDK with the integration of PSquare algorithm
is reported in Section V-C.

By integrating the PSquare algorithm, our software traffic
monitor is able to estimate the percentile of the distribution
of the interleaving gaps for each monitored flow without stor-
ing all the observations. PSquare algorithm requires significant
computation (calculating Δf , n, n ′ and q for each received
packet) and memory accesses (fetch the value of n, n ′, q)
to estimate the percentiles. Therefore, while significantly sim-
pler than the average tasks performed by advanced monitoring
tools such as DPDKStat [21], the estimation of the 99-th per-
centile through the PSquare algorithm represents a stressful
scenario for RX tools that aim at using a limited amount of
computation resources.

IV. TESTBED ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we provide hardware and software configu-
rations details used in our experiments. We also introduce TX
side settings, including traffic workload and patterns.

A. Hardware

To better validate our results, we use three testbeds with
different hardware setups.

Testbed 1: Two commodity servers, each of which is
equipped with 2 Intel Xeon 2.60GHz CPUs (each with 20
physical cores), using 32k/256k/25600k L1-3 caches, and
1 Intel 82599ES dual-port 10-Gbps NICs (subsystem: Hewlett-
Packard Company Ethernet 10Gb dual-port 560FLR-SFP+
Adapter). Both servers run a Linux 4.4.0-based distribution.

Testbed 2: A commodity server running a Linux 4.8.0-
based distribution, equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3
@ 2.60GHz CPUs (each with 24 physical cores), using
32k/256k/30720K L1-3 caches, and 2 Intel 82599ES dual-port
10-Gbps NICs (subsystem: Intel Corporation Ethernet Server
Adapter X520-2).

Testbed 3: This commodity server runs a Linux 4.15.0
kernel and is equipped with 2 Intel Xeon CPU E5-
2650 v3 @ 2.30GHz (each with 20 physical cores), using
32k/256k/25600k L1-3 caches, and Intel 82599ES dual-port
10-Gbps NICs (subsystem: Intel Corporation Ethernet Server
Adapter X520-2).

For each testbed, the traffic generator (TX) is directly
connected to FloWatcher-DPDK. Such configuration allows
us to precisely measure the amount of losses due to the
RX, without incurring losses caused by packet processing
at intermediate DUTs. According to [13], we configure the
servers to isolate cores for the exclusive usage of FloWatcher-
DPDK. The CPU frequency scaling governors are set from
“on demand” to “performance” for all the active cores to
maximize the processing speed. We ran our tests (without
integrating PSquare algorithm) on all three testbeds, and only
observed packet loss on Testbed 1. This paper mainly shows
conservative results obtained on it. A sensitivity analysis of
the performance discrepancy between the three testbeds is
discussed in Section VI-B.

B. Software

For our tests, we use MoonGen as TX, FloWatcher-DPDK
as RX, and experiment with the different design choices out-
lined earlier. As main RX performance metric, we compute
the Packet Drop Ratio (PDR), i.e., the average drop proba-
bility; we consider PDR to be the primary metric to assess
RX performance, as losses at the monitor alter the accuracy
of any other flow-level metrics. After having accurately esti-
mated the PDR, in Section VI we additionally consider the
throughput with ClickNF [12] and VPP [13] deployed as DUT,
to showcase the practical usage of FloWatcher-DPDK.

C. Traffic Workload

For the initial experiments to evaluate the performance of
FloWatcher-DPDK, we adopt open-loop traffic. In particular,
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Fig. 5. Impact of (a) batch size (b) number of RSS queues, and (c) of mempools. Optimal parameters are denoted with �.

MoonGen (TX) is used to generate synthetic traffic. Under
synthetic traffic (Sections V and VI-A), all packets are 64B
and injected at 10 Gbps (which corresponds to 14.88 Mpps). A
flow is identified by the standard TCP/IP 5-tuple and the iden-
tifiers are generated according either to a uniform distribution
or a Zipf law (with α = 1) across a set of 216 flows, corre-
sponding to a hash load factor of 1.0. To measure the loss rate
with high precision (reported in a 10−6 scale, i.e., part-per-
million), each experiment lasts around 6 minutes (generating
and processing approximately 5.2 billion packets), and all the
graphs show the average and 95% confidence interval on 50
repetitions of the same test. For the final experiments with
open source prototypes, in Section VI-C we adopt closed-loop
DUT traffic, generated with a fast TCP server/client imple-
mentation. In particular we use ClickNF [11], [12], a modular
network L2-L7 stack for end-host and middlebox functions. A
given pool of ClickNF clients connect to the ClickNF server
using random TCP source ports in the range [1, 65535], i.e.,
65k flows as in the previous scenarios. Once the connection is
established, the client sends a 512B packet that is echoed back
by the server. When the client receives the echo message, the
connection is closed and the procedure repeated.

As for open-loop traffic, in Section VI-C we consider a
software router using the stack provided by the FD.io Linux
Foundation project [42]. In particular, we consider the case
in which the VPP router employs a per-flow scheduling algo-
rithm to enforce bandwidth fairness among flows [27]. Packets
belonging to flows exceeding their fair rate are dropped while
packets belonging to flows sending less than their fair rate
are forwarded without any drop. The traffic is again injected
by MoonGen (TX) at full rate, and the number of concurrent
flows is 1000 with variable rates, where the rate of the k-th
flow is k times slower than the first one (i.e., the fastest).

V. SOFTWARE TUNING

As FloWatcher-DPDK aims at using a small amount of CPU
resources, low-level parameters play an important role in the
overall performance. In this section, we carefully validate our
system by contrasting the different alternatives. We begin by
conducting a set of experiments to tune the packet capture
stage, and then detail the performance of the flow aggregation
and data analysis stages. Tab. II reports values yielding the
best performance, i.e., “tuned” that are hence adopted unless
otherwise specified.

TABLE II
Optimal FLOWATCHER-DPDK PARAMETERS

A. Packet Capture Stage

In the packet capture stage, there are several relevant param-
eters to tune, including the batch size, the number of HW
queues and the configuration of memory pool. Since this is the
initial stage of packet processing, we also detail the optimal
design choices such as the programming models and CPU
schedulers. To tune the parameters in this stage, we configure
MoonGen to generate 64B packets at 14.88 Mpps rate, and
run FloWatcher-DPDK to perform packet monitoring at both
packet-level (software packet counting) and flow-level (per-
flow packet counting), whose PDRs are reported respectively.
By varying one parameter while fixing the others, we derive
the set of optimal ones.

Batch Size: The batch size is the maximum number of pack-
ets fetched through one poll-mode query in DPDK. Similar
to [43], we evaluate the impact of batch size ranging from
64 to 1024 packets. With small batches FloWatcher-DPDK
cannot properly handle RX bursts and this leads to losses in
the NIC, whereas too large batches may take longer to process
thus also yield to losses in the RX. Fig. 5-(a) shows that losses
are minimal for 256 packets batches – an operational point at
which the Direct Memory Access (DMA) operations are likely
optimized and that we adopt for the following experiments.

Number of HW Queues: By enabling Receive Side Scaling
(RSS), the load of incoming traffic is distributed into multiple
queues, associated with different threads (or cores). While
increasing the number of RSS queues is beneficial for load
balancing purposes, it can lead to severe contention on the
PCI bus, which in turn degrades the overall performance [44].
Fig. 5-(b) reports the PDR with increasing the number of RSS
queues, from which we infer that 2 queues are optimal to han-
dle worst-case scenario on our testbed (we thus use 2 RSS
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Fig. 6. Performance dissection of online hash computation: (a) absolute computation rates of different hash functions; (b) incurred PDR of memory access
and data conversion when receiving packets at 14.88 Mpps, (c) Average PDR with online hashing. “RSS-HASH” represents the reference PDR by reusing
the pre-computed RSS hash of the packet descriptor.

TABLE III
PACKET DROP RATIO FOR DIFFERENT PROGRAMMING MODELS AND

CPU SCHEDULERS. A � SIGN DENOTES Optimal PARAMETERS

queues in what follows). Conversely, given the lightness of
our tasks at hand, increasing the number of RSS queues fur-
ther yields to performance degradation due to increased PCI
bus contention. Note that this phenomenon does not appear
in tools performing more complex analytics [21] on bigger
packets, where CPU is a more stringent bottleneck.

Per-Queue Memory Pool: DPDK reserves descriptor pools
to associate incoming packets, avoiding the overhead of
runtime memory allocation. Most of the DPDK sample appli-
cations use a single memory pool for multiple queues, which
might increase contention, even in the presence of per-core
mempool cache. An interesting point to check is whether the
performance can be improved by allocating a separate mem-
pool for each RSS queue. As shown in Fig. 5-(c), our intuition
proves correct for both per-packet and per-flow operations.
Per-queue mempool is heavily beneficial in both cases, reduc-
ing the loss rate by roughly one order of magnitude, and we
thus only consider per-queue mempool henceforth.

Programming Models: We implement two flavors of
FloWatcher-DPDK following different programming models.
The first one adopts the run-to-completion model while the
other is based on the pipeline model. As shown in Tab. III,
the pipeline model outperforms the run-to-completion one (for
the sake of space, we report only results for POSIX thread).
With the pipeline model, the retrieved packets are staged in
a big software ring before being processed by the monitor-
ing threads: the software ring acts as a buffer that absorbs the
processing delays of packet monitoring threads, thus achiev-
ing higher throughput. We thus adopt the pipeline model and
all the results of FloWatcher-DPDK shown in the following
sections are based on it.

CPU Schedulers: As discussed in Section III-A, we
implement two versions of FloWatcher-DPDK using
SCHED_OTHER and SCHED_DEADLINE respectively. Both
versions adopt pipeline model with 2 RSS queues, namely

two pairs of (RX, monitor) threads. Note that we enable
SCHED_DEADLINE according to the instructions in [37].
Each pair of (RX, monitor) threads is pinned to the same
core, by mapping logical cores to physical ones. As shown in
Tab. III, FloWatcher-DPDK using SCHED_DEADLINE loses
approximately three orders of magnitude more packets than
the case of using the default SCHED_OTHER policy. Hence,
even if SCHED_DEADLINE manages to boost performance
for DPDKStat [21], it fails to do so for FloWatcher-DPDK.
We thus consider SCHED_OTHER as the optimal scheduling
policy for FloWatcher-DPDK.

B. Flow Aggregation Stage

For the flow aggregation stage, we begin by quantify-
ing the performance gain of directly utilizing RSS hash
available inside packet descriptors. Then we characterize
the performance of the three data structures for hash table
described in Section III-B and discuss other implementation
dtails.

Using RSS Hash: For evaluating the cost of hash com-
putation, we choose 6 state-of-the-art hash functions and
measure their absolute rates. In particular, we select DPDK’s
toeplitz and its enhanced toeplitz_be [45] version. Since these
functions are used by the NIC to compute RSS hash, their
achievable throughput can reflect the overhead directly. In
addition, we consider other hash functions, including simple
addition (ADD), exclusive OR (XOR), SpookyHash [46] (Bob
Jenkins) and Murmur3 [47]. The absolute hash rates of the
considered functions are illustrated in Fig. 6(a). We also report,
on the top x-axis, the average number of CPU cycles consumed
during a single function call. In particular, toeplitz fails to run
beyond 10 million/s due to its complexity, making it unpracti-
cal for on-line processing (i.e., 14.88 Mpps at 10Gbps). Other
hash functions, even though with different performances, can
be potentially used to compute flow identifiers at line rate.
Furthermore, all functions consume extra CPU cycles (around
[47 - 268] cycles/call), which can be saved if the RSS hash
computed by the NIC is used.

Another source of overhead while computing the hash in
software is accessing memory to read packets’ headers and
retrieve the 5-tuple fields. To evaluate this overhead, we con-
figure FloWatcher-DPDK to access packets’ headers, convert
their data formats to CPU byte order and compute the result-
ing rate. In particular, we consider the following cases for
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Fig. 7. Design choices of packet aggregation stage: (a) CDF of packet drop ratio for different data structures, (b) CDF of packet drop ratio for configurations
for the combined structure. Data analysis stage: (c) CDF of packet drop ratio for performance comparison for simple (per-flow packet counting/interleaving
gap) and complex (per-flow 99th percentile of the interleaving gap) statistics with increasing number of flows.

flow identification: (i) reuse RSS hash, (ii) IP (use IP src/dst
addresses, 8 bytes), (iii) IP + TCP (in addition to the previous
case, use TCP src/dst ports, 12 bytes) and (iv) 5-tuple (use all
the 5-tuple fields, 13 bytes). The packet loss ratio and num-
ber of consumed cycles per packet are illustrated in Fig. 6(b).
Note that there is a sharp increase of the packet drop ratio
(× 3.98) between RSS and 5-tuple, this is mainly due to the
overhead caused by memory access. Although all the con-
sidered cases incur low Packet Drop Ratio (PDR), accessing
memory and converting header fields already consume up to
100 cycles/packet, which can be avoided using RSS hash value
that is already available in DPDK metadata.

Finally, we further quantify RSS efficiency in the context
of online high-speed packet reception (i.e., RX) by evaluating
PDRs. For online hash computation, we extract the 5-tuple
from incoming packets and calculate the 32-bit hash value.
The hash is then used as flow identifier to index the entries
in the flow table. Similar to the previous tests, FloWatcher-
DPDK is configured to receive 64B packets at 10 Gbps line
rate for 6 minutes. Experiment for each function is repeated 10
times. The results for all the functions are detailed in Fig. 6(c),
with the approach of reusing the RSS hash depicted here as a
reference. As we can observe, DPDK’s toeplitz hash function
incurs a PDR of 30%, which is coherent with our previous test
of absolute hash rate (10 Mpps vs. 14.88 Mpps). Murmur3 has
the minimal PDR among the hash functions we compare, yet
it incurs a flow miscounting rate of 11%. Similarly, Spooky
hash also incurs 13% of flow miscalculation. We believe such
miscounting can be avoided by carefully choosing the seed
for each hash function, but this is outside the scope of our
work. ADD, XOR and toeplitz_be all incur PDRs in ≈ 10−5,
which is small but still around 5 times worse than the case
of RSS. Note that simple functions such as ADD and XOR
are not suitable for flow aggregation under more complicated
traffic patterns due to potential hash collisions. Toeplitz_be, as
illustrated in Fig. 6(c), loses more than 5.4 times the packets
compared with RSS. Based on the observations above, we
argue that FloWatcher-DPDK presents the best performance
(in terms of PDR) by exploiting the available RSS hash already
computed by the NIC.

Data Structure: Fig. 7(a) compares the performance of
FloWatcher-DPDK with different data structures and shows
HW/SW packet counting as baseline references. Per-flow SW
counting performance is significantly affected by different data

structures. In particular, losses of double hash are compara-
ble with those of SW packet counting, although double hash
can incur miscounting and should be avoided in case of huge
number of flows on the hash table. Conversely, single hash
with linked lists offers precise counting but incurs a non-
negligible overhead due to non-contiguous memory allocation.
This translates into a precision decreased by orders of magni-
tude for the same amount of CPU resources, and should thus
be avoided in case of high input rates.

Finally, combined hash sits at the intermediate point in the
performance tradeoff, achieving precise counting for a lim-
ited overhead. Per-packet SW and HW losses are very close,
and provide a lower bound for the PDR of flow-level mea-
surement, settling around a measurable 2 · 10−6 on average.
It should be noted that packet losses with HW, SW packet
counting are negligible2 and mainly due to software generation
inaccuracy [15], [48].

Multithreading Implementation: The performance of flow
aggregation stage also depends on the selection of libraries
for thread implementation. Considering the double-hash data
structure (for the sake of simplicity) and limitedly focusing on
the pipeline model (similar results holds for run-to-completion
model), we compare the lthread vs. pthread implementa-
tions. As explained in Section III-A, the pipeline model
consists of two different types of threads, an RX-thread (R)
and a monitor-thread (M), for each pipeline, i.e., for 2 RSS
queues, 4 distinct threads (R1,R2,M1,M2) in total. The bind-
ing between threads and cores, i.e., pinning, is illustrated in
Fig. 7(b). Note that each cells in the first row represents a
physical core, while each cell in the second row represents
a logical/virtual core, usually enabled by hyper-threading. In
case of lthread, cooperative multi-threading is implemented
within the application itself: R and M threads of each pro-
cessing pipeline coexist on the same core and the application
manages their execution. In case of pthread, threads can be
pinned to different physical cores, or to two logical cores of
the same physical one.

We observe that, with respect to lthread, pthread signifi-
cantly decreases the packet losses; at the same time, there
seems to be a further advantage into separating the receiver
and the monitoring threads across multiple cores, which is in

2A loss probability of 2 · 10−6 corresponds to about 30pkts of size 64B
per second, i.e., a throughput distortion <16 kbps for a full 10 Gbps TX-rate.
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stark contrast with more complex monitoring software such
as DPDKStat [21]. A plausible explanation is that complex
software requires to perform more memory accesses: in this
case, hyper-threading is beneficial to keep the pipeline full
when the execution of another pipeline is stalled. Conversely,
in our case the lower memory usage, coupled to a cache-
friendly memory structure, may diminish the usefulness of
hyper-threading (similar phenomena are also observed in opti-
mized VPP software stack [13] with high instruction-per-clock
efficiency).

To conclude, we note that even though lthread configura-
tion loses nearly one order of magnitude more packets than its
pthread counterpart, it can still achieve 14.88 Mpps throughput
with only 2 cores. Therefore, we believe lthread implementa-
tions can still serve equal purpose with tolerable packet loss
(e.g., 40 losses per million).

C. Data Analysis Stage

Finally, we take into account the impact of increasing the
number of flows and two types of analytics: simple per-
flow packet counting (only per-flow packets and byte counters
are maintained) and the more complex per-flow 99th per-
centile of the interleaving gap which requires several memory
accesses and state manipulations, as we extensively explained
in Section III.

Results are shown in Fig. 7(c), where FloWatcher-DPDK is
used to evaluate simple and complex analytics over an increas-
ing number of flows. As the number of flows increases, so does
the hash load, and thus the penalties due to the linked list. It
can be observed that the cost of per-flow percentile estimation
increases the losses by an order of magnitude: at the same
time, the distortion remains below 10−5 for load up to 1 (i.e.,
65k flows for a double hash of 65k entries), which may yield
to tolerable distortion in many use cases. Conversely, in case
of simple analytics, PDR remains on average below 10−5 for
hash loads up to 1, achieved with only 2 cores. Note that for
higher hash load (> 65k), then the losses are too high for the
targeted scenarios, and hence omitted.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we test FloWatcher-DPDK with different
scenarios. Specifically, Section VI-A contrasts the performance
of FloWatcher-DPDK to that of other tools (using their optimal
configuration) under synthetic traffic. Next, Section VI-B
investigates the results obtained over different testbeds high-
lighting the reason for packet losses in Testbed 1. Finally,
Section VI-C considers two operational scenarios in which
we employ our tool to assist the evaluation of closed-loop and
open-loop DUT (respectively ClickNF and VPP).

A. Traffic Monitor Precision

Synthetic Traffic: Fig. 8 shows the performance for hard-
ware packet counting (left, orange) vs. software packet count-
ing (center, yellow) vs. software per-flow monitoring (right,
violet). For all the chosen tools, we additionally report
“default” and “tuned” settings. In the “default” ones, each tool
is used unmodified, while in the “tuned” ones, we employ

TABLE IV
FLOWATCHER-DPDK PROFILING FOR DIFFERENT TESTBEDS

the same optimal parameters chosen for FloWatcher-DPDK
as described in Section V, when applicable (i.e., we used the
same batch size, number RSS queues, Hyperthreading, etc. but
did not change the DPDK programming model as it frequently
requires a complete redesign of the software). It is important
to notice that MoonGen, Speedometer and pktgen-DPDK are
all used with two physical cores: in fact, increasing the num-
ber of cores does not bring any advantage to the packet drop
ratio. On the contrary, FloWatcher-DPDK can be used with
either two physical cores (four threads mapped to two physical
cores in hyperthreading) or four physical cores (four threads
mapped to different cores). In this case, in order to obtain
the minimal packet drop ratio we need to assign four physi-
cal cores. However, even the configuration with two physical
cores in hyperthreading is sufficient to provide a packet drop
ratio which is worse than the previous scenario, but better
than the state-of-the-art. At the same time, the two-core con-
figuration reduces even more the amount of resources needed.
Experiments under uniform and Zipf distribution of the flows
are reported respectively. Hardware packet counting is reported
as a reference. In particular, packet-level counting performance
are reported for Hardware, MoonGen, Speedometer, pktgen-
DPDK and FloWatcher-DPDK. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
FloWatcher-DPDK exhibits at least two orders of magnitude
lower PDR with respect to MoonGen and pktgen-DPDK,
which approximately reflects the overhead of wrapping C code
with Lua language. This is mainly due to the careful design
and parameter tuning of the packet capture stage described in
Sections III and V respectively. Intuitively, FloWatcher-DPDK
performs similarly to Speedometer because of their similarities
when consider packet-level counting statistics.

At last, we consider per-flow counting, contrasting
FloWatcher-DPDK with a custom Lua implementation of the
double hash (without linked list) strategy in MoonGen, taking
advantage of a recent MoonGen feature that allows to directly
access the RSS hash computed by the NIC directly in Lua (thus
also without hashing and memory access overhead). Two main
takeaways can be derived from the picture with this respect.
First, activating per-flow counting in MoonGen increase losses
by one or two orders of magnitude depending on the scenario.
Second, activating per-flow counting in FloWatcher-DPDK has
only a negligible effect as far as packet loss is concerned. We
believe such performance gap is mainly due to the overhead
of the Lua scripting language and to the careful design and
parameter tuning of the four flow monitor stages described in
Sections III and V.

B. Sensitivity Analysis

We now investigate the packet loss observed in Testbed 1.
We specifically discuss the difference with the other two
testbeds, which do not suffer from packet losses when running
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Fig. 8. Traffic monitoring: performance under Synthetic traffic with (a) Uniform and (b) Zipf patterns.

Fig. 9. DUT testing: (a) closed-loop transport function in ClickNF (with the line points representing the total throughput in Gbps and the histogram
representing the per-flow throughput in Mbps) and (b) open-loop scheduling function in VPP.

the same set of tests (if we exclude the case of PSquare algo-
rithm, which is more computationally expensive, and leads to
some losses in Testbeds 2 and 3 as well). The main discrep-
ancies in terms of hardware configuration lie in distinct CPU
models, L3 cache sizes, and network cards (all servers employ
Intel 82599 controller but the cards come from with different
manufacturers).

We use Perf [49] (version 4.8.17), a state-of-the-art
performance analysis tool in Linux providing statistics on CPU
cache misses, CPU cycles, etc. to profile FloWatcher-DPDK
on the different testbeds. To characterize the impact of cache
size and CPU model, we choose CPU cache miss rate and
instruction per cycle as main metrics. The profiling results of
Perf when FloWatcher-DPDK is used for packet-level counting
(i.e., same test executed in Section VI) are listed in Tab. IV.

As we can observe, on Testbed 1, FloWatcher-DPDK incurs
lower cache miss rate and comparable instruction rate, with
respect to the other two. So neither CPU model nor cache
size is the main contributor to packet losses. Thus, we derive
that the packet losses are due to Testbed 1’s network card,
produced by a different manufacturer with respect to the other
testbeds.

C. Traffic Monitor Usage

After evaluating the PDR, we proceed to demonstrate the
practical usage of FloWatcher-DPDK considering two use
cases namely ClickNF and VPP closed- and open-loop.

ClickNF Transport: Fig. 9-(a) shows the per-flow (bars)
and total throughput (line) measured in the ClickNF client-
server scenario described in Section IV-C in which clients
connect to a ClickNF server using random TCP source ports

in order to send a single 512B packet that is echoed back
by the server. Surprisingly, when the number of concurrent
clients is small (i.e., <400), total and per-flow throughput
are far from line rate. This can be explained by the fact
that, in this scenario, ClickNF cannot completely exploit the
performance bonuses given by batch processing and poll
mode, due to the low amount of packets that need to be trans-
ferred. Indeed it is known [50] that, when processing small
batches, DPDK exhibits poor performance mainly due to con-
gestion on the PCIx bus (the same behavior can be observed
with small batch size, as discussed in Section V). Conversely,
when the number of concurrent clients is bigger (i.e., >400),
ClickNF throughput achieves close to line rate (i.e., 9.8 Gbps)
and FloWatcher-DPDK provides a handy complement to the
ClickNF log, allowing to check fairness and efficiency of the
TCP server implementation.

VPP Scheduling: We use FloWatcher-DPDK to monitor
both the TX and the DUT traffic, achieving the performance
reported in Fig. 9-(b). It can be noticed that (i) the first 200
most aggressive flows observe a decrease in their rate because
they exceed their fair share of the link, while (ii) the out-
put rates of the remaining flows match their input ones, since
their rates are lower than their fair share. As such, the per-
flow fair sharing mechanism implemented in [27] operates as
expected. Note that, to reliably monitor low-rate flows, and
thus check the correctness of the implementation, the accuracy
of FloWatcher-DPDK is of uttermost importance.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we design, tune and experiment FloWatcher-
DPDK, a high-speed lightweight software traffic monitor
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capable of providing fine-grained per-packet and per-flow
statistics at 10 Gbps line rate with 64B packets, using only
2 CPU cores. In particular, FloWatcher-DPDK manages to
conduct more complex tasks (e.g., per-flow interleaving gap,
percentile, etc.) with tolerable packet loss. The tool leverages
the RSS hash, which is computed beforehand by the NIC and
available as packet metadata, as flow identifier to avoid extra
computation and memory access, and employs a careful design
where flow-tables are aligned with cache line boundaries.
Thanks to its careful design and to the extensive param-
eter tuning we performed, FloWatcher-DPDK outperforms
state-of-the-art alternative solutions and provides researchers
with a precise, flexible, and open-source tool for monitoring
the performance of their high-peed prototypes. Moreover we
believe parameter tuning and design choices can also provide
guidelines for implementing other applications in the high-
speed domain. Finally, to demonstrate its usage, we further
expound two use cases in which FloWatcher-DPDK is used
to derive the performance of other open source prototypes.
We make the tool available at [14]. Although we only con-
sider 10 Gbps monitoring rate at this moment, we argue that
it is only a matter of horizontal expansion of CPU cores to
reach 40 Gbps or beyond, and in this paper we focus on traffic
monitoring with low usage of resources.
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